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Abstract: The Environmental Residue Effects Database was evaluated to identify critical body residues of organic chemicals causing
acute baseline neutral narcosis in aquatic organisms. Over 15 000 records for >400 chemicals were evaluated. Mean molar critical body
residues in the final data set of 161 records for 29 chemicals were within published ranges but varied within and among chemicals and
species (�3 orders of magnitude), and lipid normalization did not consistently decrease variability. All 29 chemicals can act as baseline
neutral narcotics, but chemicals and/or their metabolites may also act by nonnarcotic modes of action. Specifically, nonnarcotic toxicity of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and/or their biotransformation derivatives may be a significant source of variability. Complete testing of
the narcosis-critical body residue hypothesis was confounded by data gaps for key toxicitymodifying factors such asmetabolite formation/
toxicity, lipid content/composition, other modes of toxic action, and lack of steady-state status. Such problems impede determination of the
precise, accurate toxicity estimates necessary for sound toxicological comparisons. Thus, neither the data nor the chemicals in the final data
set should be considered definitive. Changes to testing designs and methods are necessary to improve data collection and critical body
residue interpretation for hazard and risk assessment. Each of the toxicity metrics discussed—wet weight and lipid weight critical body
residues, volume fraction in organism lipid, and chemical activity—has advantages, but all are subject to the same toxicity modifying
factors. Environ Toxicol Chem 2013;32:xx–xx. # 2013 SETAC
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INTRODUCTION

Over a century ago Meyer and Overton pioneered concepts
related to baseline neutral narcosis [1]. These principles
resurfaced in the aquatic toxicity literature in the 1980s [2–4]
when relatively constant whole-body residues (internal concen-
trations) of some organic chemicals were associated with
mortality in acute exposures [5–11]. The underlying mechanism
for the toxic effects was hypothesized to be baseline neutral
narcosis. Further analysis indicated that critical body residues
associated with acutely lethal baseline neutral narcosis in
small aquatic organisms typically range between approximately
2mmol/kg and 8mmol/kg (wet wt, �5% body lipid) and that
different critical body residue ranges could be associated with
standard fish mode of toxic action categories from narcosis to
tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin–like toxicity for both acute (lethal)
and chronic responses [12,13]. Percentage of volume fractions in
organism lipid phases and chemical activity have also been
discussed as possible metrics for baseline narcosis toxicity and
risk assessment [10,14–16].

There are advantages to using the critical body residue
approach in toxicity classifications and environmental risk
assessment of organic chemicals. Exposure-based toxi city
metrics, such as median lethal concentrations (LC50s), can be
misleading because they are strongly influenced by water–
organism chemical partitioning and bioavailability. The critical
body residue is an internal, absorbed chemical quantity with

more toxicological relevance because it is a measurement
determined closer to the target site. It is less dependent on routes
of exposure (i.e., water, sediment, and dietary exposures can be
included) and variable exposure conditions and can be directly
compared with internal exposure measurements (monitoring
data) or model estimates. However, critical body residue data
can exhibit orders of magnitude ranges, typically less than those
found in exposure-based toxicity data (e.g., LC50s) collections
but still substantial. Also, while critical body residues are more
closely associated with target sites than exposure-based metrics,
they are still only surrogates for the concentrations at the actual
site(s) of toxic action. The merits and limitations of using critical
body residues have been discussed over the years, including a
recent SETAC Pellston Workshop [17].

As all organic chemicals are expected to exhibit a baseline
narcotic mode of toxic action at some exposure level, barring
exposure limitations [3,18], there is a need to critically evaluate
the current hypothesis for baseline narcosis critical body
residues. High-quality critical body residues should improve
our understanding of basic toxicological relationships by
providing a better basis for development of a comprehensive
scheme for classifying mode of toxic action, improving toxicity
comparisons by addressing confounding factors, and advancing
risk assessment by providing an organism-based dose metric for
interpretation and modeling.

However, there are caveats. Neutral narcosis is often
considered to be largely equivalent to anesthesia, and the target
site(s) for both is agreed to be hydrophobic. It has been debated
whether narcosis/anesthesia is because of a general swelling or
disruption of cell membrane lipids or by a receptor-based
phenomenonwith a protein pocket target site [19,20]. A growing
body of evidence supports the latter, suggesting the narcosis
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receptor site is a protein-enhanced, lipid-rich site associated with
transmembrane ion channel pores [21]. Campagna et al. [22]
highlight some differences in humans, indicating that there
appear to be separate brain and spinal cord receptors responsible
for amnesia and immobility, respectively. In the broad range
of organisms typically examined in aquatic narcosis studies,
ranging from single-celled organisms such as algae to multi-
cellular vertebrates such as fish, there are also likely to be
such types of differences; establishing common characteristic
physiological and behavioral changes over this broad range is
difficult. Despite differences, a common element is the basic
mechanism of interfering with cell membrane function. Employ-
ing mortality as the adverse response end point may reduce some
phylogenic influences.

The present study examines a publicly available critical body
residue database with a large variety of chemicals, organisms,
and response endpoints to gain insights into the critical body
residue-narcosis hypothesis for acute baseline narcosis in small
aquatic organisms. Screening and evaluative criteria were
developed and applied to identify and select suitable critical
body residue data. In addition, the critical body residue data are
examined in terms of the alternative dose metrics volume
fractions in organism lipid phases and chemical activity that may
also provide additional insights.

METHODS

Data compilation

Considerable effort has been expended on assembling and
examining aquatic critical body residue data [23,24]. The most
extensive, publicly available critical body residue data com-
pilation is the Environmental Residue Effects Database
(ERED) [25]. The October 2010 version of the ERED was
used for the present study. The 2009 to 2010 scientific literature
was also searched electronically, but no additional suitable
residue information was identified. The ERED contains a broad
range of critical body residue data for 419 substances from 1208
publications. Twenty-six information fields for each of 15 219
residue-effect measurements addressing 484 species and 15
different effect endpoints are included [22,26]. The ERED was
not designed to address the issue examined in the present study,
namely, critical body residues that correspond to baseline
narcosis. It was thus necessary to adopt a strategy to screen out
the large number of measurements that do not meet the
requirements of the present study but are valuable for other
purposes.

Data screening

The ERED was first subjected to a preliminary screening to
exclude unsuitable results such as reported critical body residue
data for metals, reptiles, birds, and mammals. The first screening
step was to prepare a database subset that met the minimum
requirements for the present study’s objectives. To achieve this,
both exposure and effect characteristics must be relevant and
consistent. Difficult-to-interpret exposures such as injection
dosing and mixtures were removed. Injection dosing data were
eliminated because, as a single or repeated bolus dosing method,
no steady state can be possible, confounding comparisons with
the typical constant-exposure regimes that form the bulk of the
data. Substantive whole-organism responses, especially related
to survival/mortality, are most useful and were used to guide the
screening process.

A second screening was conducted as an initial identification
of chemicals causing acute baseline neutral narcosis toxicity by

excluding some chemicals exhibiting low critical body residues.
A critical body residue screening value of 0.1mmol/kg wet
weight, well below the expected generally accepted acute
baseline neutral narcosis range of approximately 2mmol/kg wet
weight to 8mmol/kg wet weight, was chosen. This is based on
the observation that a factor of approximately 10 has been shown
to approximate the lower tail of acutely lethal narcosis toxicity
critical body residue distributions where little, if any, lethality is
expected because of narcosis [13]. Data for chemicals where all
or the bulk of results were below 0.1mmol/kg wet weight were
removed. However, in cases where the data distribution spanned
this decision criterion, neither the results nor the chemical were
removed as a measure to prevent this decision criterion from
becoming a circular argument.

A third screening consisted of a careful review of the
remaining results, removing records for reasons including well
known, specifically toxic substances (including phototoxicity),
absent or unclear adverse effect endpoints, and the use of impure
chemicals or mixtures.

Final data-quality evaluation

Chemicals remaining in the screened data set that often
exhibit a more specific mode of toxic action were identified with
Toxtree 2.5.0 [27] using an updated Verhaar Scheme [28],
although pentachlorobenzene was categorized as class 1
(narcosis or baseline toxicity), consistent with the original
Verhaar scheme. The class 4 (specific toxicity mechanism)
subclassification of respiratory uncoupler followed recommen-
dations by Escher and Schwarzenbach [29]. Final narcosis
quality evaluation proceeded by rating data for acceptability.
Data that fell into either the poor (4 rules) or rejected (11 rules)
categories listed in Table 1 were considered unsuitable for
further consideration.

Issues not addressed in screening and quality evaluation

Although the response endpoint is mortality, the results are
not homogeneous, as they include median lethal time–based
critical body residues, critical body residues from organisms
obtained in typical LC50 testing, and critical body residues from
tests where there was up to 100% mortality. Also, data for algae
and some invertebrates were obtained with acute testing

Table 1. Final data quality rating rules

Decision Reason

Poor Difficult to interpret endpoint
Poor Low response (lethal dose, effective dose 20–35%)
Poor Marginal statistical significance
Poor Verhaar class 5, cannot classify
Reject Experimental problems, hormesis
Reject Low response (lethal dose, effective dose below 20%;

lowest-observed-effect dose)
Reject Mixture of isomers; a surfactant may cause other

effects at gill and body surfaces
Reject Mortality during 6 d to 21 d likely because of

starvation during unfed exposure
Reject No adverse effect
Reject Response not statistically significant
Reject Specific toxicity: Verhaar class 2, less inert compounds
Reject Specific toxicity: Verhaar class 3, unspecific reactivity
Reject Specific toxicity: Verhaar class 4, noncovalent receptor

binding (respiratory uncoupler [25])
Reject Specific toxicity: Verhaar class 4, noncovalent

receptor binding
Reject Ultraviolet light–activated specific toxicity
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employing inhibition of growth and reproduction rather than
directly observed mortality. Test organisms varied in develop-
mental state, age, and size or weight; and differing exposure
regimes and testing conditions were used. Confirmation of a
steady state between exposure media and organisms was rarely
reported.Whole-body lipid contents were either study estimates,
estimates reported in other work by the investigators, or general
values for the species from the published literature. Lipid content
and composition can vary within and among species for a variety
of reasons, variations in the amount and nature of storage lipids
being an obvious example. Thus, caution should be employed
when using lipid-corrected critical body residue estimates
because narcosis toxicity target sites are likely more accessible
to the chemical and will likely achieve critical effect concen-
trations more quickly than storage lipids that are more poorly
perfused yet may dominate total-body lipid content. The
variance introduced by these factors may compromise the
accuracy of available critical body residue estimates in
establishing precise dose–response relationships for baseline
neutral narcosis.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Data screening

The preliminary screening resulted in a database of 7570
records for 318 organic chemicals from 650 references. In
the first screening, records were removed for various reasons,
including no-observed-effect dose or level endpoint; injection
dosing; behavioral, biochemical, cellular, developmental,
physiological, immunological, morphological, or pathological
effects; lesions or tumors; reported biotransformation or
metabolites; and mixture testing. The resulting initial working
critical body residue database of 2267 records for 182 organic
chemicals from 293 references is presented in Figure 1.

The second screening removed 1170 records largely less than
0.1mmol/kg, a value considered to be well below (�30�) the
typical mean critical body residue for acute baseline neutral
narcosis. The third screening, a careful review of the remaining
records, resulted in a penultimate narcosis critical body residue
database consisting of 979 records for 92 chemicals from 96

references with 3 subgroups: non–polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbon (PAH) neutral organics, polar organics (polar, ionizing,
and nitro-containing compounds, including various substituted
phenols), and PAHs, as presented in Figure 2.

Final data-quality evaluation

The final narcosis data-quality evaluation using the rules
presented in Table 1 eliminated some of the non-PAH neutral
organics, all of the polar organics group, and 1 PAH from the
penultimate list. The remaining 161 records from 32 publica-
tions and 29 chemicals in 2 main groups, 24 non-PAH neutral
organics and 5 PAHs, are presented in Table 2 and Figure 3a,b.
Although passing the evaluation process, these chemicals should
not necessarily be considered the only narcotics in the database;
furthermore, they may not always produce toxicity by baseline
neutral narcosis. Rather, they are simply a subset of critical body
residues that has passed the identified screening evaluation used
to identify testing data where acute baseline neutral narcosis
toxicity is the most likely mode of toxic action.

Descriptive statistics for various data groupings are presented
in Table 3, with critical body residues reported on both a wet-
weight- and a lipid-weight basis. In addition to the mean and
standard deviation, estimates of medians are included because in
many cases the data are not normally distributed. A normally
distributed data set has a skew near 0; skews outside the� 1.0
range are often considered significant. Statistics calculated with
logarithmically transformed data (i.e., geometric mean) are
included in Table 3 (and in Supplemental Data, Tables S1 and
S2) as it can be seen that this reduces skew, normalizing the
data distribution. Such a transformation is appropriate when
employing parametric descriptive statistics.

Initial observations for the final narcosis group

Data screening reduced the initial working database critical
body residue range of approximately 8.5 orders of magnitude
(Figure 1) to approximately 6.5 orders of magnitude (Figure 2).
The final data-quality evaluation further reduced the overall
critical body residue range to approximately 3 orders of
magnitude (Figure 3a,b). The lower graph in Figure 2 presents
box plots that provide a view of the nature and extent of skewed
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Figure 1. Initial working Environmental Residue Effects Database–based critical body residue (critical body residue) database of 2267 records for 182 organic
chemicals.
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data distributions for the initial, penultimate, and final narcosis
data sets.

In Table 3, the arithmetic means for the 161 neutral narcotic
critical body residues are 3.1 (standard deviation� 3.4, 95%
confidence interval [CI] 2.6–3.7) mmol/kg wet weight and 96
(standard deviation� 156, 95% CI 71–120) mmol/kg lipid.
These wet-weight critical body residues are consistent with

previous estimates for acute effects attributed to baseline neutral
narcosis for small aquatic organisms: approximately 2mmol/kg
to 8mmol/kg for approximately 5% body lipid with a mean of
approximately 2mmol/kg to 3mmol/kg [12]. Also, the lipid-
normalized mean critical body residue of 96mmol/kg lipid falls
within the range of estimates reported by Di Toro et al. [30] for
fish and invertebrates (26.1–110mmol/kg lipid) and McGrath
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Figure 2. Penultimate baseline neutral narcosis candidates, 979 records for 92 organic chemicals. Diamonds are non–polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon neutral
organics, boxes are polar organics, triangles are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Right figure shows the extent and nature of skew in the initial, penultimate, and
final narcosis data sets via box and whisker plots. Whisker ends are at 1.5� interquartile range above the third quartile and 1.5� interquartile range below the first
quartile. There are 257, 71, and 5 outliers, respectively, between the upper whisker and the upper maximum value indicated by the asterisk. CBR¼ critical body
residue.

Table 2. Final baseline neutral narcotic group

No. Chemical name CAS Records
Critical body

residue mmol/kg TestOrganism
Environmental Residue

Effects Database reference

1 Benzene 71-43-2 1 4.48 A 31
2 Ethylbenzene 100-41-4 1 1.94 A 31
3 Toluene 108-88-3 1 2.0 A 31
4 m-Xylene 108-38-3 1 1.84 A 31
5 o-Xylene 95-47-6 1 1.74 A 31
6 p-Xylene 106-42-3 1 2.12 A 31
7 1,2-Dichlorobenzene 95-50-1 9 0.94–6.90 F 58,59–61
8 1,3-Dichlorobenzene 541-73-1 1 1.16 F 5
9 1,4-Dichlorobenzene 106-46-7 6 0.040–8.03 F,I 34,59–61
10 1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene 87-61-6 9 0.49–8.30 F,I 11,33,62
11 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 120-82-1 4 1.21–13.97 F 58,62–64
12 1,2,3,4-Tetrachlorobenzene 634-66-2 8 0.43–5.10 F,I 5,11,33,65,66
13 Pentachlorobenzene 608-95-5 13 0.38–3.64 F,I 11,33,41,43,62
14 1,2-Dibromobenzene 583-53-9 6 0.57–2.40 F 59,61
15 1,4-Dibromobenzene 106-37-6 9 0.78–6.02 F 59,61,62
16 1,2,4-Tribromobenzene 615-54-3 5 2.83–5.78 F 62
17 1,2-Difluorobenzene 367-11-3 4 0.65–2.70 F 59
18 1,4-Difluorobenzene 540-36-3 5 0.29–28.0 F 59,61
19 Ethane pentachloride 76-01-7 4 4.94–6.43 F 67
20 Octanol 29063-28-3 1 1.64 F 68
21 Tetrachloroethane 79-34-5 1 2.40 F 58
22 PCB 31 16606-02-3 1 10.1 A 31
23 PCB 48 70362-47-9 1 14.3 A 31
24 PCB 105 32598-14-4 1 6.70 A 31
25 Fluoranthene 206-44-0 37 0.013–9.15 F,I 33,40,41,69,70–77
26 Fluorene 86-73-7 12 0.18–12.3 I 41,43,45,78
27 Naphthalene 91-20-3 3 5.0–8.0 F,I 61,78
28 Phenanthrene 85-01-8 6 0.32–8.40 I 41,45,78
29 Pyrene 129-00-0 8 0.24–9,28 I 41,44,45,75,78

A¼ algae; F¼fish; I¼ invertebrates.
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et al. [31] for algae (47–398mmol/kg lipid). Overall, it can be
seen that the range of the final narcosis critical body residues is
large, 761/801 times for wet-weight/lipid-based estimates; and
the variance is substantial.

The summary statistics using log-transformed data provide
some additional insights. The mean and standard deviations with
log-transformed data are 0.254� 0.507mmol/kg lipid and
1.73� 0.458mmol/kg lipid. The corresponding antilogs of
these means (i.e., geometric means) are 1.80 (95% CI 1.5–2.2)
mmol/kg wet weight and 53.9 (95% CI 46–64) mmol/kg lipid.
The geometric means are lower than the arithmetic means as log
transformation has corrected much of the skew in the data. The
final narcosis group has a definite skew because of a nonnormal
distribution plus high variance. The obvious question is: What is

the source of this skew and large variability, and is it influencing
the estimation of acute narcosis critical body residues?

Sources of variability

Variability in acute aquatic dose–response relationships is
common. Sprague [32] noted, in controlled interlaboratory
testing, variability in LC50s for selected chemicals; and test
species have been reported to be as high as 5x, while
interlaboratory variation can be as high as 10x. Also noted is
that “large portions of the variation cannot be explained; they
result from unrecognized changes in the organisms or the test
conditions.” Although the critical body residue observations for
the final narcosis group are not for a single chemical or test
species, the range of variation is higher than that noted by
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Figure 3. (A) Final baseline neutral narcosis critical body residues (wet wt) versus final chemical number (Table 2). Arrow indicates the range of fluoranthene
critical body residues that were rejected in the final data-quality evaluation as specific phototoxicity was reported. (B) Final baseline neutral narcosis critical body
residues (lipid wt) versus final chemical number (Table 2). Dotted/dashed lines indicate overall arithmetic/geometric means. CBR¼ critical body residue.
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Sprague. Also, even with normalization for body lipid, critical
body residue range proportions do not change substantially,
remaining at approximately 3 orders of magnitude.

In the non-PAH organics subgroup critical body residue data
are variable, but replicate observations for each chemical tend to
exhibit lower variability. In the PAH data, where there are more
replicate observations, the skew in the lower concentration tail
tends to be more obvious. Often, the search for possible sources
of variability focuses on interlaboratory differences in test
conduct, exposure methodology, analysis methods used for
exposure media concentrations and/or organism residues of test
chemicals, and test organism characteristics. Although using
critical body residues as the dose metric bypasses some of the
interlaboratory issues noted above, others remain; and even
a detailed investigation is likely to be inconclusive because of
data collection and reporting gaps. Thus, acknowledging these
sources, the cases at hand will be examined to see if some useful
observations can be made through the fog of variability.

To further investigate such issues, the final narcosis results
were analyzed from several perspectives: broad chemical
groupings (non-PAH organics and its substituted benzenes
subgroup, plus PAHs), specific chemicals, general organism
grouping (algae, fish, invertebrates), and specific species. Tables
containing the details of descriptive statistics for specific
chemicals and selected specific species are presented in the
Supplemental Data.

Critical body residue analysis by general chemical grouping

Differences among the non-PAH organics group, its
halogenated benzenes subgroup, and the PAHs group (n¼ 95,
80, 66, respectively) are apparent (Table 3, Figure 3a, b). The
geometric means obtained were as follows: 2.7/68mmol/kg
wet weight/lipid, 2.5/66mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, and

1.0/39mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, respectively. Thus, mean
acute critical body residues for PAHs are approximately
one-third to one-half of those observed for non-PAH organics.
Within-group ranges are substantial: 0.29 to 28 and 4.2 to 1470
(97/350 times) for both the non-PAH organics and the
halogenated benzenes subgroup and 0.037 to 12.3 and 1.8 to
315 (335/171 times) for the PAHs inmillimoles per kilogramwet
weight per lipid, respectively. Two additional observations are
that the means are similar to previously reported critical body
residue estimates for small aquatic organisms and that lipid
normalization does not always reduce data variability.

Critical body residue analysis by specific chemicals

There are 17 chemicals with multiple estimates for fish and/or
invertebrates, ranging from 3 to 37 records (see Supplemental
Data, Table S1). The critical body residue data for these
17 chemicals exhibit a spectrum of variability. Using Sprague’s
10 times variability observation as a guide, there is a low-
variability group where critical body residues are less than
10 times (9 cases) and high- and very high–variability groups
where wet weight/lipid critical body residues are approximately
�10 times (4 cases) and �100 times (2 cases), respectively.

Within the low-variability group, 1,4-dibromobenzene ex-
hibits the largest data range (7 times) based on 9 records for 4 fish
species. Rainbow trout (5% lipid) exhibited critical body
residues of 0.87/14.7mmol/kg wet weight/lipid and 0.77/
18.6mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, respectively. Mosquito fish
(5% lipid) exhibited critical body residues of 3.31 to 5.85mmol/
kg wet weight/lipid and 32.4 to 110mmol/kg wet weight/lipid,
respectively. These tests were time-to-death experiments, and
critical body residues tended to be lower for longer exposures.
Fathead minnows (5.4% lipid) and guppies (4% lipid) exhibited
critical body residues of 6.02/111mmol/kg wet weight/lipid

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for various groupings of critical body residue data

Critical body residue data grouping Critical body residue (mmol/kg wet wt) Critical body residue (mmol/kg-lipid)a

Initial working database (n¼ 2267) A: 0.723� 1.62, 0.0482, 5.7 ---
L: –1.80� 2.04, –1.32, –0.813
(mean¼ 0.0158, median¼ 0.0482)

Penultimate narcosis (n¼ 979) A: 1.53� 2.13, 0.894, 4.6 ---
L: –0.145� 0.676, –0.0485, –2.1
(mean¼ 0.716, median¼ 0.894)

Final narcosis (n¼ 161) A: 3.12� 3.41, 2.31, 3.2 A: 95.6� 156, 54.0, 5.8
L: 0.254� 0.507, 0.364, –0.51 L: 1.73� 0.458, 1.73, –0.069
(mean¼ 1.80, median¼ 2.31) (mean¼ 53.9, median¼ 54.0)

Non-PAH organics final narcosis (n¼ 95)
(final chemical numbers: 1–24)

A: 3.78� 3.65, 2.71, 3.7
L: 0.432� 0.372, 0.432, –0.40
(mean¼ 2.70, median¼ 2.70)

A; 120� 194, 60.0, 4.8
L: 1.83� 0.441, 1.78, 0.81

(mean¼ 68.2, median¼ 60.0)
Halogenated benzenes final narcosis (n¼ 80)

(final chemical numbers 7–18)
A: 3.58� 3.64, 2.70. 4.3 A: 123� 208, 60.0, 4.6
L: 0.404� 0.377, 0.432, –0.41 L: 1.82� 0.461, 1.78, 0.10
(mean¼ 2.54, median¼ 2.70) (mean¼ 66.4, median¼ 60.0)

PAH final narcosis (n¼ 66) (final chemical numbers 25–29) A: 2.17� 2.80, 0.90, 1.8 A: 61.0� 59.4, 38.9, 1.8
L: �0.00111� 0.566, –0.046, 0.095 L: 1.59� 0.445, 1.59, –0.27
(mean¼ 1.00, median¼ 0.899) (mean¼ 38.5, median¼ 38.9)

Algae final narcosis (n¼ 9) A: 5.02� 4.51, 2.12, 1.4 A: 126� 113, 53.0, 1.4
L: 0.562� 0.356, 0.326, 0.72 L: 1.96� 0.356, 1.72, 0.72
(mean¼ 3.65, median¼ 2.12) (mean¼ 91.2, median¼ 53.0)

Fish final narcosis (n¼ 78) A: 3.88� 3.68, 2.85, 4.0 A: 82.5� 73.9, 59.02, 3.0
L: 0.451� 0.367,0.455, –0.55 L: 1.77� 0.388, 1.77, –0.66
(mean¼ 2.82, median¼ 2.85) (mean 58.9, median¼ 59.0)

Invertebrate final narcosis (n¼ 74) A: 2.08� 2.61, 0.96, 1.9 A: 106� 215, 39.4, 4.7
L: 0.010� 0.542, –0.016, 0.028 L: 1.66� 0.523, 1.60, 0.35
(mean¼ 1.02, median¼ 0.964) (mean¼ 46.1, median¼ 39.4)

aValues listed are (in order): A¼ arithmetic; L¼ logarithmic; mean�SD; median; skew; antilog of logged mean and median estimates. There may be slight
discrepencies because of rounding.
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and 3.4/85mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, respectively. Although all
have a similar body lipid content, rainbow trout exhibited a
lower critical body residue range. If the trout data are removed,
the 1,4-dibromobenzene variability drops to 1.8 times, suggest-
ing a species-specific contribution to fish critical body residues
for this chemical.

At the other end of the spectrum, the largest critical body
residue range in the high-variability group was for 1,4-
dichlorobenzene at 26/32 times, wet weight/lipid, based on 5
records for 3 fish species. Rainbow trout (5.9% lipid) exhibited
critical body residues of 0.32/5.4mmol/kg wet weight/lipid
and 0.47/8.0mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, respectively. Fathead
minnow (3.7% and 4% lipid) and guppy (5.4% lipid) exhibit-
ed 6.42/174mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, 4.3/107mmol/kg wet
weight/lipid, and 8.03/149mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, respec-
tively. As was the case with 1,4-dibromobenzene, rainbow trout
exhibited lower critical body residues. Removing the trout data
reduces the variability to 1.8/1.2 times (wet wt/lipid).

In the very high–variability group, 1,4-difluorobenzene
exhibited the largest range of critical body residues for fish
(97/106 times wet weight/lipid). The 5 available critical body
residue records for fathead minnows (5% lipid), rainbow trout
(5.9% lipid), and guppies (5.4% lipid) exhibited 2.9/58mmol/kg
wet weight/lipid and 3.0/60mmol/kg wet weight/lipid,
0.29/4.92mmol/kg wet weight/lipid and 0.38/6.44mmol/kg
wet weight/lipid, and 28/518mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, respec-
tively. Again, the rainbow trout critical body residues are lower.

Fluoranthene, also in the very high–variability group, has 37
critical body residue records obtained with 8 invertebrate species
and exhibits the largest overall range of 249/172 times (wet wt/
lipid). The 4 species with 5 or more records were examined for a
species-specific influence. The 5 records for insect Chironomus
tentans exhibited a critical body residue range of 0.156 to
0.395mmol/kg wet weight/lipid and 15.6 to 39.5mmol/kg wet
weight/lipid, respectively, a 2.5/2.5 times range of variability.
The 6 records for amphipod Diporeia spp. exhibited a critical
body residue range of 0.326 to 9.15mmol/kg wet weight/lipid
and 7.76 to 153mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, respectively, a 28/19
times variability range. The 13 records for the amphipod
Hyalella azteca exhibited the widest critical body residue range
0.0367/1.83mmol/kg wet weight/lipid to 2.91/315mmol/kg wet
weight/lipid, respectively, a 79/172 times variability range.

A possible explanation is phototoxicity. As can be seen in
Figure 3a, the range of the 18 experimental results rejected
because of ERED comments on investigator judgments
about overt phototoxicity, 4.7mmol/kg to 0.0073mmol/kg
wet weight, covers most of the final narcosis data-quality
evaluation range for fluoranthene and extends over an order of
magnitude below it. The 4 fluoranthene records, obtained with
H. azteca by Wilcoxen et al. [33] with gold and cool fluorescent
lights at 0.1% and 0.31% of the ultraviolet B intensity of ambient
sunlight, exhibit the lowest critical body residues in the final
narcosis data set (0.0367–0.252mmol/kg wet wt). Although
only 1 value is below the 0.1mmol/kg wet weight screening
criterion, it is possible that these 4 may be confounded by some
phototoxicity, even at the very low ultraviolet levels employed.
If these 4 records are removed, the final narcosis data set
geometric mean becomes 1.92/54.2mmol/kg wet weight/lipid
(n¼ 157), with a range of 153/228 times, respectively. By
removing these records the geometric mean (n¼ 33) fluoran-
thene critical body residue estimate becomes 1.11/41.2mmol/kg
wet weight/lipid, reducing the fluoranthene narcosis critical
body residue variation to a lesser, but still substantial, range,
50/41 times (wet wt/lipid).

Some general observations can be made from the results of
critical body residue–based evaluations by specific chemicals.
Expressing critical body residues on a lipid weight basis does not
always reduce variation as in about one-third of the cases the
lipid-based critical body residue range is greater (see Supple-
mental Data, Table S1). Also, the lipid content of invertebrates is
generally lower than for fish. The lipid-based critical body
residue ranges for fish and invertebrates are substantial. Where
there are critical body residues for both fish and invertebrates, the
highest lipid-based critical body residues are for invertebrates
in 3 of 4 cases. However, an invertebrate, the sand crab, with a
very low, and perhaps erroneous, reported total lipid content of
0.39% [34], exhibits the highest critical body residue for
every chemical where it is tested. If these data are excluded, the
3 chemicals with both fish and invertebrate records (1,2,3,4-
tetrachlorobenzene, pentachlorobenzene, and naphthalene)
exhibit generally similar critical body residue ranges. Finally,
although it is not possible to determine the extent to which the
final narcosis data set is confounded by specific toxicity, such as
phototoxicity, the available information indicates that some
influence is likely. The considerable overlap between the range
of the fluoranthene critical body residues passing the final
narcosis evaluation and the range of those rejected because
of reported overt phototoxicity suggests that a substantial
proportion of the remaining variability may be explained by
the undetected contribution of some specific toxicity such as
phototoxicity.

Critical body residue analysis by general organism grouping

Narcosis critical body residues for algae, fish, and inverte-
brates are presented in Table 3. The geometric means (n¼ 9)
for algae are 3.65/91.2 with a range of 1.74mmol/kg wet
weight/lipid to 14.3 (8.2 times) mmol/kg wet weight/lipid and
43.5mmol/kg wet weight/lipid to 357 (8.2 times) mmol/kg wet
weight/lipid, respectively. The fish critical body residue data are
largely for the halogenated subset of the non-PAH organics
plus 1 PAH (naphthalene). The geometric mean (n¼ 78) acute
narcosis critical body residues for fish are 2.82/58.9 with the
overall range being 0.290mmol/kg wet weight/lipid to 58mmol/
kg wet weight/lipid and 4.2mmol/kg wet weight/lipid to 518
(200/123 times) mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, respectively. The
invertebrate critical body residue data consist mostly of PAHs
plus a few halogenated benzenes. The geometric mean (n¼ 74)
acute critical body residue estimates for invertebrates are 1.02/
46.1 with an overall range of 0.0367mmol/kg wet weight/
lipid to 12.3mmol/kg wet weight/lipid and 1.84mmol/kg wet
weight/lipid to 1470 (335/799 times) mmol/kg wet weight/lipid,
respectively.

The algae data are consistent with previous narcosis
estimates, but the paucity of records and lack of replication
preclude thorough evaluation. The means of fish and inverte-
brate data are consistent with earlier published work, but
the ranges of the data vary widely, especially for PAHs in
invertebrates, where the overall range is increased by lipid
normalization.

Critical body residue analysis by specific species for selected
chemical groupings

For 4 fish and 2 invertebrate species there were sufficient
replicates for investigation within some subgroupings of the final
narcosis data set (see Supplemental Data, Table S2). Three of
the fish species—fathead minnow, guppy, and mosquito fish—
exhibited typical baseline neutral narcosis critical body residues
for the non-PAH organics subgroup with geometric means
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(n¼ 27, 12, 23) of 3.72/86.4mmol/kg wet weight/lipid,
3.52/70.8mmol/kg wet weight/lipid, and 3.9/81.3mmol/kg
wet weight/lipid, respectively. For this subgroup a fourth fish
species, rainbow trout, exhibited a lower effective geometric
mean (n¼ 15) critical body residue, 0.82/9.08mmol/kg wet
weight/lipid. The ratio of the mean of the wet weight to lipid
critical body residues for the first 3 species (0.0427, 0.0497,
0.0480) is 0.047, while for rainbow trout it is 0.090. As the
whole-body lipid contents of these 4 species are similar, a
possible explanation for the critical body residue difference is
that the lipid character/composition in rainbow trout is different,
perhaps related to trout being a cold-water species.

The bulk of invertebrate critical body residue data are for
PAHs and amphipods. Diporeia spp. geometric mean (n¼ 14)
PAH critical body residues are 4.22/75.9mmol/kg wet weight/
lipid, while the geometric mean (n¼ 31) PAH critical body
residues for H. azteca are lower: 0.603/32.1mmol/kg wet
weight/lipid. Although the approximately 3 times difference in
body lipid content (4.2%–6% vs 1.1%–2%) may explain some
interspecies differences, there is still substantial PAH critical
body residue variation for both organisms: 38/26 times and
104/172 times on a wet weight/lipid basis, respectively. Some
fluoranthene results may be confounded by residual phototoxic-
ity, even at the low light levels employed. Removing these 4 H.
azteca PAH critical body residues raises the geometric mean
(n¼ 27) for these organisms to 0.764/41.1mmol/kg wet weight/
lipid and lowers the range to 15.9/26.2mmol/kg wet weight/
lipid, respectively. For invertebrate PAH data there are some
modest differences in mean critical body residues that may be
because of differences in lipid content. In addition, unaccounted
for biotransformation may be confounding body lipid influences
and interspecies differences in the toxicity of some PAHs.
Nevertheless, although these critical body residue data are noisy,
C. tentans does appear to exhibit acute narcosis at a lower critical
body residue range than other invertebrate species tested.

The present study indicates that rainbow trout exhibit a lower
narcosis critical body residue for the non-PAH organics
subgroup, possibly because of species-specific issues. Also,
despite indications of unaccounted contributions of specific
toxicity, likely phototoxicity, to observed effects, H. azteca
appears to be more sensitive to PAH toxicity than Diporeia spp.

DISCUSSION

As can be seen in Table 3, analyses of results of the final
baseline neutral narcotics group indicated geometric mean
critical body residues for 161 observations from small aquatic
organisms were 1.80mmol/kg wet weight (95% CI 0.179–18.0)
and 53.9mmol/kg lipid (95% CI 0.825–431). For the non-PAH
organic chemical subgroup (n¼ 95) the geometric means were
2.70/68.2mmol/kg wet weight/lipid (95% CI 0.494–14.8 and
9.08–512, respectively) and for the PAH subgroup, 0.997/
38.5mmol/kg wet weight/lipid (95% CI 0.739–13.5 and 4.98–
298, respectively; n¼ 66). These critical body residue results
for algae, fish, and invertebrates are in general agreement with
previous work [30,31], although this is not surprising as a
substantial portion of the data have been employed in earlier
investigations.

Furthermore, as can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 3, data
ranges are wide and expressing critical body residues on a lipid-
weight basis does not consistently decrease variability or data
ranges. In both the low- and high-variability cases of 1,4-
dibromobenzene and 1,4-dichlorobenzene, respectively, rain-
bow trout exhibited lower effective critical body residues than

the other 3 species examined, with or without lipid correction,
suggesting that this is not entirely related to a lower total-body
lipid content. In additon, in the very high–variability case of
fluoranthene the invertebrate C. tentans exhibits a lower critical
body residue than the other species. In addition, available
information for fluoranthene indicates that the contribution of
toxicity by a nonnarcotic-specific mode of toxic action, notably
phototoxicity of some PAHs and/or their metabolic biotransfor-
mation products, can be a substantial, often overlooked source of
narcosis critical body residue variability.

Three key observations are evident. The first is confirmation
of the consistent trend for organic chemicals suspected of being
baseline neutral narcotics to exhibit mean acutely lethal toxicity
test results in a relatively narrow band of molar body
concentrations based on either wet weight or a lipid-standardized
basis. The second is that, despite this relative consistency in
central tendency, substantial variability in available toxicity
testing results, as can be seen in large data ranges, continues to
thwart establishment of an accurate, precise, organism-based
dose metric for baseline neutral narcosis. In this regard it is
noteworthy that expressing critical body residues on a lipid-
normalized basis does not appear to consistently reduce
variability. This may be related to substantial differences in
lipid content/composition and differing ratios of hydrophobic
narcosis target and nontarget storage capacities among the
various types of test organisms examined. The third key
observation is that the influence(s) of specific nonnarcotic
toxicity by parent chemicals and/or their derivatives, such as
PAH-related phototoxicity, likely confounds reliable critical
body residue estimation in some cases and raises the issue of
which toxic agent is causing the adverse effects being reported.
In fact, the likelihood of some test results being elicited by a
mixture calls into question the common implicit assumption that
observed test effects are attributable to a single mode of toxic
action. This represents a major challenge for interpretation and
subsequent regulatory uses of testing data.

Variability in experimental toxicity testing results is
conventionally attributed to interspecies differences, interorgan-
ism differences within species, experimental error, and so on.
Such issues fall under the category of “toxicity modifying
factors.” The importance of toxicity modifying factors such as
exposure duration, temperature, water-solubility limitations, and
organism size is well established for toxicity testing [32] and for
critical body residue studies [13,35]. Indeed, 4 areas—effects of
varying lipid content and character, biotransformation effects,
toxicity time dependence, and receptor-mediated specific
toxicity—have been recently identified as being important to
the further development of critical body residue–based toxicity
approaches [36]. Unfortunately, these types of toxicity modify-
ing factors are not routinely examined and reported in typical
toxicity testing, thus limiting quantification of their influence and
creating difficulties in establishing precise, accurate critical body
residue estimates.

In this regard, McCarty [37] argued that there are long-
standing systemic design, implementation, and reporting flaws in
LC50 testing protocols and, by implication, both exposure-based
dose metrics and critical body residues for various acute (lethal)
and chronic effects employed in most aquatic toxicity testing
procedures. These flaws include little or no explicit identification
of the mode(s) of toxic action occurring during testing; little or
no detailed information on toxicity target site(s) hydrophobic
(lipid) phase size and composition relative to whole-body size
and composition; little or no information on the presence, nature,
extent, or consequences of metabolic biodegradation products or
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other derivatives of tested chemicals; and little or no testing or
validation of fundamental model assumptions on which the test
design is based. Such errors and omissions compromise the
nature, extent, and quality of toxicity data generated by standard
toxicity test methods and prevent such results from being
reliable, consistent, comparable measures of relative toxicity.

Therefore, because of this lack of quantitative information on
critical issues, thorough investigation by detailed interpretation
and evaluation can be difficult, if not virtually impossible. The
use of such toxicity testing data for regulatory risk assessment
may also be compromised. However, the extent and differences
in variability seen herein suggest that additional consideration of
the critical body residue analyses may still prove useful. Several
areas—specifically, lipids, biotransformation, multiple modes
of toxic action, and alternative dose metrics—will be further
examined in this context.

Examination of issues raised in analyses: the influence of lipids

The target site(s) for baseline neutral narcosis toxicity is
generally agreed to be hydrophobic, but, as noted earlier,
mechanistic explanations for narcosis fall into 2 categories:
general swelling (or disruption of cell membrane lipids) or a
receptor-based cell membrane target site. Either explanation
creates problems for dose surrogate metrics such as LC50s and
critical body residues. Organic chemicals partition into and
within organisms largely based on their relative affinities for
different compartments. As both the amount and composition of
whole-body lipids and the nature and number as well as capacity
of narcosis target sites vary within and among species, the
relationship between total-body lipid content and receptor sites
is unlikely to be constant. Thus, even with adjusting whole-body
critical body residues to a lipid-corrected value, it is difficult to
consistently establish the constant relationship between surro-
gate and target site doses among different organisms, chemicals,
and tests required to make scientifically sound toxicological
comparisons. Although it would be convenient to conclude that
lower effective critical body residues mean rainbow trout and
H. azteca are more sensitive to narcosis, this ignores alternative
explanations such as differences in perfusion of target versus
nontarget compartments, receptor character or binding affinity,
and physiological or biochemical functions of target sites.

A fundamental model assumption that enables the use of
surrogate dose metrics such as LC50s and critical body residues
is that all hydrophobic phases in exposed organisms are
at approximately steady state with the external exposure

concentrations [37]. However, the organism consists of a
number of compartments of differing size, lipid composition,
and perfusion; these factors confound consistent estimation of
surrogate dose relationships. Unless exposure levels are
carefully chosen and employed with an exposure duration
sufficient to achieve or closely approximate a steady state
between external exposure levels and all compartments in
exposed organisms, it is likely that both exposure- and organism-
based dose metrics will be compromised. For example, target
overshoot can occur when the target site(s) reaches the critical
concentration that initiates adverse effects while nontarget
compartments (e.g., poorly perfused storage lipids) are still well
below their ultimate steady-state concentration. During the
toxicodynamic phase between effect initiation and the observed
acute response, the chemical continues to be accumulated. In
this case, both the exposure-based metric (e.g., LC50) and
the corresponding measured or calculated whole-body critical
body residue will be different (generally higher and lower,
respectively) from what would be reported under steady-state
conditions. The nature and extent of differences for this and
other nonsteady-state scenarios is a function of a variety of
factors, such as exposure magnitude and duration, chemical
hydrophobicity, and organism size.

As suitable critical body residue data are unavailable, steady-
state LC50s (i.e., indirect estimates of critical body residues as
steady-state LC50¼ steady-state critical body residue� bio-
concentration factor) must be employed to examine this
problem. Bailey et al. [38] conducted standard flow-through
24-h and 96-h LC50 tests with a number of chemicals using
bluegill sunfish. The time–toxicity data were evaluated to
determine both the magnitude of and the time to steady-state
LC50s (see McCarty et al. [12]). As can be seen in Table 4, 24-h
and 96-h flow-through LC50 testing for several simple organic
chemicals with the same organism in the same laboratory all
achieve good-quality steady-state LC50s. However, both the
magnitude of LC50 estimates and the kinetics of achieving
steady state differ. Median lethal concentrations vary in
magnitude by 0.69 to 1.5 times, while time to reach steady
state increases from 2.5 to 28 times between 24-h and 96-h
exposures.

These results are compatible with the overshoot explanation
above, indicating that all compartments in these fish are not at
an equivalent, comparable steady state, thereby confounding
toxicity test estimates. Thus, exposure-based LC50s, as indirect
whole-body critical body residue estimates representing the

Table 4. Fish median lethal concentration (LC50) testing results at different exposure durationsa

Test chemical 24 h LC50 results 96 h LC50 results

Chlorobenzene LC50¼ 0.0526 (0.0496–0.0559) mmol/L LC50¼ 0.0664 (0.0644–0.0687) mmol/L
k2¼ 0.818 (0.612–1.02) h�1 k2¼ 0.112 (0.0726–0.151) h�1

Tss¼ 3.4 h Tss¼ 25 h
2-Ethoxyethyl acetate LC50¼ 0.407 (0.346–0.496) mmol/L LC50¼ 0.307 (0.302–0.313) mmol/L

k2¼ 0.273 (0.108–0.438) h�1 k2¼ 0.0465 (0.0432–0.0498) h�1

Tss¼ 10 h Tss¼ 60 h
Methylmethacrylate LC50¼ 3.61 (3.56–3.66) mmol/kg LC50¼ 2.27 (1.66–3.61) mmol/kg

k2¼ 1.94 (1.73–2.16) h�1 k2¼ 0.0704 (�0.0989–0.240) h�1

Tss¼ 1.4 h Tss¼ 39 h
Xylene LC50¼ 0.106 (0.093–0.123) mmol/kg LC50¼ 0.153 (0.146–0.160) mmol/kg

k2¼ 0.357 (0.17–0.544) h�1 k2¼ 0.138 (0.0361–0.240) h�1

Tss¼ 7.8 h Tss¼ 20

aBailey et al. [38]. Flowthrough, bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus), 0.90� 0.22 g wet weight. The LC50 and kinetics estimated by non-linear curve fitting to
the inverse of time-dependent LC50s. K2 is the elimination rate (h�1). Tss¼ 4 � T1/2 � time to steady state. In parentheses, 95% confidence interval of mean.
Tss¼ time to steady state.
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sums of differing accumulations in different compartments, can
produce different apparent steady-state LC50s and times to
steady state. Also, as time-independent steady state is typically
determined by the lack of change in toxic effects without
confirmatory evidence of achieving steady-state concentrations
in whole organisms or tissues, such relatively coarse measure-
ments may be obscuring deviations from true steady-state status.

Examination of issues raised in analyses: biotransformation and
multiple mode of toxic action

Most organic chemicals are subject to biotransformation at
rates that vary widely among chemicals and organisms [39].
When the parent and metabolite(s) are narcotics, chemical
analyses may not include separate estimates for parent and
metabolite(s), thereby underestimating the effective dose. If the
parent and/or metabolite(s) can act via 1 or more specificmode of
toxic action, there may be the additional problem of unacknowl-
edged nonnarcotic effects contributing to organism responses.
Toxicological contributions in such cases may also be further
complicated by dose- and situation-specific factors, such
organism age, condition, temperature, and chemical bioavail-
ability, that may affect both toxicokinetics and toxicodynamics.
Even in simple scenarios errors in both LC50/critical body
residue and time to steady state appear to increase in proportion
to biotransformation rates [37]. However, examination of the
possible influence of biotransformation is not a requirement in
standard toxicity testing protocols, nor is information collected
that would allow examination of the possibility of 2 or more
modes of action, for either the parent chemical or metabolites/
derivatives, contributing to the measured adverse effect.

Fortunately, Landrum and coworkers, who produced much of
the invertebrate PAH toxicity data included in Tables 2 and 3,
exceeded standard testing requirements by reporting some
biotransformation and metabolite analysis for PAHs. For
fluoranthene only about 60% of the lethal critical body residues
for water-exposed amphipods (Leptocheirus plumulosus) were
radiolabeled parent compound; the remaining 40% was
attributed to known metabolites [40]. High biotransformation
and toxic metabolites were reported for C. tentans [41–43].
Substantial fluorene biotransformation was noted with H. azteca
and C. tentans, and substantial toxicity was attributed to
metabolites [41,42]. Non–steady-state critical body residues
suggested there was substantial biotransformation of phenan-
threne in Diporeia spp., while pyrene was reported to be poorly
biotransformed and/or to havemetabolites of a similar toxicity as
the parent [44]. Finally, substantial biotransformation of
naphthalene was reported in amphipods [45].

McElroy et al. [36] concluded that some of the PAH residue
toxicity data included in Table 2 acted by a narcotic mode of toxic
action as the sum of molar concentrations of parent chemical and
metabolites were consistent with expected narcosis residue-effect
levels. However, not all data in Table 2 include estimates of
metabolite(s) concentration, and the specifically acting phototox-
icity found with fluoranthene and other PAHs is definitely not
narcosis and was not considered in that evaluation. Recent work,
such as that by Fallahtafti et al. [46], notes previous evidence of
nonnarcotic toxicity associated with some PAHs, their metab-
olites, and/or derivatives and confirms that some metabolites of
the PAH phenanthrene can cause toxic effects by a specific,
nonnarcotic, nonphototoxic mode of action in juvenile fish.

The range of fluoranthene residues rejected in the final
narcosis data-quality evaluation is indicated in Figure 3a. As can
be seen, the fluoranthene critical body residues rejected because
of reported overt phototoxicity spans most of the narcotic data

range and extends about an order of magnitude lower. Not all the
results remaining in the final narcosis data set were affected by
phototoxicity, but a portion of the variance, especially in the
skewed lower tail, may be because of a combination of narcosis
and phototoxicity—that is, mixture toxicity—obscured by
inadequate data collection in standard toxicity testing protocols.
Some of the critical body residue skew in other PAHs in the final
narcosis grouping is also likely related to biotransformation and
metabolite toxicity and/or a modest contribution from another
nonnarcotic, nonphototoxic mode of action. Finally, although
the focus herein is on the final narcosis group, the skewed
distribution of several of the polar organics presented in Figure 2,
which failed the final data-quality evaluation, strongly resembles
that seen for the PAHs. This suggests toxicity modifying factors
such as biotransformation and concurrent multiple modes of
toxic action may be a contributing factor to the data variability
seen for other chemicals.

Further support for biotransformation/multiple modes of
toxic action as an explanation for discrepancies between
measured and modeled PAH critical body residues in rainbow
trout is presented by Mathew et al. [47]. Similarly, Engraff
et al. [48], using activity-based dose metrics, reported some PAH
mixtures appeared to be explained by the narcotic summation,
while deviations from expected toxicity for some PAHs
were thought to be because of metabolite toxicity. Recent
reviews provide additional analysis and commentary on this
issue [36,49]. Thus, although it is not possible to determine if
fluoranthene or other PAH critical body residues judged to
be because of baseline neutral narcosis are confounded by
phototoxicity or other specific modes of toxic action, the
available information on phototoxicity indicates that the specific
toxicity of metabolites can be of considerable influence in
toxicity tests that cannot be readily resolved without additional
metabolite-specific chemical analyses in standard testingmethods.

Alternative dose metrics

The 3 dose metrics noted so far—LC50, critical body residue
wet weight, critical body residue-lipid—are intimately related
expressions of toxicity for baseline neutral narcotics. There are
compelling practical and theoretical reasons for examining 2
other related dose metrics that have direct relationships to
disruptive narcotic concentrations in cell membranes, namely,
chemical activity and the volume fraction in lipid. Chemical
activity and lipid volume fraction provide other insights and
applications for toxicity test data; however, these metrics are also
constrained by some of the same technical issues discussed
above for critical body residue data.

Chemical activity (a, unitless) is closely related to the lipid-
based critical body residue as activity in the lipid phase is a
product of the chemical’s mole fraction in the lipid and the
activity coefficient in that phase [1]. The activity coefficients
of nonpolar narcotics in octanol (often an assumed surrogate
for organic phase toxicity target sites) are relatively constant
[15,16]. Chemical activity is directly related to concentration.
For example, the chemical activity in water is the fraction of
saturation of the chemical’s liquid state water solubility. Activity
thus expresses the proximity to saturation directly and can
readily identify inadvertent experimental supersaturation in
various phases (i.e., water and air). It also can explain the
apparent nontoxicity of high melting point solid solutes such as
hexachlorobenzene because these chemicals cannot achieve an
activity coefficient of 1.0 in aqueous solution [49], being
constrained to lower activities and lower lipid concentrations by
the low fugacity ratio.
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Chemical activity can be measured or estimated in the
physical environment or in organisms [50–52], calculated from
toxicity test exposure concentrations or fugacities in water or
air [1,15] or calculated using multimedia mass balance models,
thus providing a direct link to environmental fate, exposure, and
toxicity evaluations in screening-level risk assessment [53].
In the present study, we calculated chemical activity from the
evaluated critical body residue data (n¼ 161 observations for
29 chemicals) using 2 methods: from estimated chemical
fugacities in the test organisms and chemical solubilities in
membranes. We assumed that all types of biological lipids
are equivalent to octanol in their capacity to dissolve the
test chemicals. Details of the fugacity concept and activity
calculations are provided elsewhere [15,54].

Briefly, for the first approach, fugacity capacities for lipid
were calculated using octanol as a surrogate for lipid (ZL, moles

per cubic meter lipid� pascals) and fugacities (f, pascals) were
calculated from the lipid-normalized critical body residues
(moles per cubic meter lipid) as f¼C/Z [54]. Chemical activities
were then calculated from the fugacities using liquid-state vapor
pressures for the solutes (PL, pascals) as f/PL. For the second
approach, liquid-state chemical solubilities in lipid (SL, moles
per cubic meter lipid) were estimated assuming a constant
activity coefficient in octanol (gO, 2.5) for all chemicals and the
water-saturated molar volume of octanol (vO, 126.6� 10�6 m3/
mol). Chemical activities were then calculated as critical body
residue-lipid/SL. For chemicals that are solids at 25 8C, the
liquid-state, subcooled PL and SL properties were calculated
from the solid-state estimates and the fugacity ratios as described
elsewhere [15]. Henry’s law constants, octanol/water partition
coefficient (KOW), and melting point data required for these
calculations were obtained from EPI Suite 4.1 [55], with
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Figure 4. (A) Final baseline neutral narcosis critical body residues chemical activity versus final chemical number (Table 2). (B) Final baseline neutral narcosis
critical body residues lipid molar volume fraction (%) versus final chemical number (Table 2). Dotted/dashed lines indicate overall arithmetic/geometric means.
CBR¼ critical body residue; PAH¼ polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon.
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measured data selected preferentially over quantitative struc-
ture–activity relationship predictions. It is recognized that the
true liquid-state vapor pressures and lipid and solubilities in
octanol will differ to some degree from these approximations.
Despite differences in the chemical activity estimation methods,
approximately 80% of the activities for the same data point
were within a factor of 3. For each data point, the average of the
2 methods was used in the present analysis, recognizing some
uncertainty and error in both approaches.

Figure 4a shows that the chemical activities range from about
0.001 to 1.0, which is consistent with estimates of acute narcosis
activity ranges based on exposure data (i.e., LC50s) from fish
and rodents [15]. Based on activity (critical body residue, a) the
mean, standard deviation, median, and skew are 0.0948, 0.153,
0.0515, and 3.8 or, with logged data, –1.33, 0.508, –1.29, and
0.049, respectively. Thus, the geometric mean and median are
0.0469 (95%CI 0.00465–0.473) and 0.0515, respectively. These
are consistent with values estimated from exposure toxicity data
reported earlier [15] and with measured activities in the narrow
range of 0.02 to 0.07 from acute toxicity tests for PAHs by Smith
et al. in Daphnia magna [56]. Estimates of chemical activities
above a value of approximately 0.1 are regarded as suspiciously
high and those approaching 1.0 are near saturation, suggesting
there may be technical or experimental problems with such
results. The problem with high melting point solutes has been
noted earlier. For the cases of distributions of chemical activity–
effect data as seen in Figure 4a, activity estimates approaching
1.0 may be erroneous. Thus, chemical activity can serve as a
useful tool for identifying questionable experimental data.

The second metric uses the volume fraction or percentage of
the chemical in lipid (%lipidVF) rather than chemical activity.
However, since the activity coefficient for nonpolar narcotics is
relatively constant, volume fraction in this case closely mirrors
chemical activity. Volume fraction percentage in lipid is a
readily understandable quantity. It has been shown to be
effective as a dose metric by Abernethy et al. [14], where
narcosis in small aquatic organisms was estimated to occur at a
volume fraction of 0.5% to 1.0% for acute effects and 0.05% to
0.1% for chronic effects. The main difference between critical
body residue-lipid and critical body residue-lipidVF is that
substances of high molar volume are assigned a higher dose in
the volume fraction metric.

Lipid volume fractions (expressed as percentage) were
estimated from the data for the 29 final narcotics as critical
body residue-lipid (millimoles per kilogram)� (molar volume
[cubic centimeters per mole]/10 000), assuming 1 kg equals 1 L,
using molar volume estimates for each chemical from Mackay
et al. [57]. The mean, standard deviation, median, and skew
based on critical body residue-lipidVF are 1.32, 2.09, 0.704, and
5.18 or, with logged data, –0.131, 0.461, 0.152, and –0.0382,
respectively. Thus, the geometric mean and median critical body
residue-lipidVF are 0.739 (95% CI 0.0907–6.02) and 0.916,
respectively. Figure 4b shows that much of the data lie in the
0.1% to 1% range, which is in satisfactory agreement with
Abernethy et al. [14]. Volume fractions exceeding 10%
(3 records) are very high and may be the result of low, incorrect
lipid estimates or preferential partitioning to nontarget hydro-
phobic phases. Even values exceeding approximately 2%
(26 records) may be problematic because it seems unlikely
that membrane transport processes are not affected at such high
concentrations. Volume fraction may thus be a useful criterion
for more closely inspecting critical body residues that are
unreasonably high, above volume fractions of 0.1% to 1%, to
better determine their quality and comparability. Additionally, as

volume fractions can be added directly, this may be a simple,
useful approach for mixture toxicity evaluation.

CONCLUSIONS

Key findings from this analysis of the Environmental Residue
Effects Database critical body residue data for putative acute
lethal narcosis in small aquatic organisms are as follows. First,
the final narcosis group (n¼ 161) geometric mean critical body
residues are 1.80mmol/kg wet weight and 53.9mmol/kg lipid.
Second, the non-PAH organics subgroup (n¼ 95) exhibited a
higher mean geometric critical body residue, 2.70/68.2mmol/kg
wet weight/lipid, than the PAH subgroup (n¼ 66) at 1.00/
38.5mmol/kg wet weight/lipid. Third, lipid normalization of
critical body residues did not consistently reduce data range
variance, though uncertainty in actual lipid content may be
a contributing factor. Fourth, rainbow trout and H. azteca
appeared to be more sensitive with toxicity occurring at lower
critical body residues. Fifth, available information strongly
suggests that some PAHs and their metabolites/derivatives are
substantial contributors to variance in this data set by specific
toxicity, particularly phototoxicity, at the lower end of the
identified critical body residue range. Sixth, alternative dose
metrics, chemical activity (critical body residue-a), and %lipid
volume fraction (critical body residue-lipidVF) suggest that
some of the highest critical body residue estimates in the final
baseline neutral narcosis set may be unreliable or at least require
closer scrutiny. Lastly, the 4 dose surrogate metrics—critical
body residue wet weight, critical body residue-lipid, critical
body residue-a, and critical body residue-lipidVF—all have
merit and utility as indicators of baseline neutral narcosis toxicity
and merit further investigation and comparison.

Overall, this evaluation and identification of baseline neutral
narcotics critical body residues in the ERED cannot be
considered conclusive. As a cautious screening process and
conservative data-quality evaluative rules were used, it is likely
that all 29 chemicals do cause acute toxicity by baseline neutral
narcosis in many situations. However, it is likely that some of
these chemicals and/or their metabolites are nonnarcotics in
some circumstances. Furthermore, it is also likely that other
chemicals in the starting database that may be acute baseline
narcotics do not appear in the final baseline narcosis selection
as they have been removed based on various screening or
data-quality issues.

Difficulties interpreting the toxicity data in the present study
are related to general limitations in standard testing design,
practices, and parameter documentation. For example, lipid
content, biotransformation/metabolites, other modes of toxic
action, and steady-state assumptions are key toxicity modifying
factors that often cannot be adequately examined and evaluated.
When such factors are considered, critical body residue data can
be more readily interpretable. This indicates the need to more
thoroughly interpret toxicity test results and to explicitly
quantify the influence of toxicity modifying factors. To
accomplish this goal, both the simple model and associated
assumptions that are the foundation of standardized exposure-
based toxicity testing and the standardized methods by which
testing is implemented are in need of review and revision.

Improvements for test design, implementation, and the
reporting of key parameters would maximize the value of
toxicity testing data for toxicity classification and risk assess-
ment. The quality of aquatic toxicity testing could also be
improved through a priori model simulations using information
on the chemical’s solubility, KOW, biotransformation rates,
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metabolite formation, and the uptake and storage characteristics
of the test organisms. Such simulations could result in an overall
improvement in efficiency and effectiveness, especially a
reduction in the cost of testing and in the number of animals
used, as well as better toxicity data.

Establishing definitive critical body residue ranges for
baseline neutral narcosis thus requires the acquisition and
analysis of data generated explicitly for this purpose, ideally
supplemented by dynamicmodeling to support the interpretation
of the results. The onset of toxic effects results from a complex
dynamic process in which the chemical is transported into
the organism and becomes distributed between a number of
fluids and tissues that differ in the nature of their partitioning
characteristics and in their capacity to lose chemical by
partitioning and biotransformation. Given the wide differences
in physiological, and thus transport, characteristics between
organisms, differences in the exposure regimes, changes in rates
of internal distribution as narcosis is approached, and the likely
differences in quantity and nature of the key tissues and their
differing vulnerabilities to narcosis, some variability and
uncertainty will undoubtedly remain.

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

Tables S1 to S2. (63 KB DOC).
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